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Abstract. With the ubiquitous availability of location-based services,
large-scale individual-level location data have been widely collected through
location-awareness devices. The geoprivacy concerns arise on the issues
of user identity de-anonymization and location exposures. In this work,
we investigate the effectiveness of geomasking techniques for protecting
the geoprivacy of active Twitter users who frequently share geotagged
tweets in their home locations. The two-dimensional Gaussian masking
technique is found to be more effective than the random perturbation
masks.
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Introduction

With the ubiquitous availability of location-based services, large-scale individuallevel location data have been collected through the use of mobile phones, GPS
devices, geotagged social media, and so on. While such geospatial big data
provide new opportunities to study human mobility patterns, complex humanenvironment interactions, socioeconomic characteristics, urban changes, and business intelligence [11, 14, 6, 12, 8], however, there are also increasing concerns about
the social, ethical, legal and behavioral implications of the geoprivacy caused by
user identity de-anonymization and location exposures [2, 16, 9].
Generally speaking, geoprivacy refers individual rights to prevent disclosure
of a person’s locations including but not limit to the location of home, workplace, daily activities, or travel trips [10]. However, the majority of people don’t
know how the underlying location-related technologies work and what can be
inferred from an individual’s location record [9] with which people can use various location-based services. As a result, researchers have developed a number of
statistical approaches and technical solutions aiming to protect individuals being
identified through their location records. A common practice for preserving data
confidentiality is aggregation such that detailed individual records are merged
into anonymized large-group characteristics. For example, aggregating individual home location into city blocks or census tracts. However, the aggregation
reduces the spatial resolution of the analysis that may affect the its effectiveness
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[10]. Another family of approaches are called geomasking techniques in which
the original location may be hidden or modified for geoprivacy protection but
the spatial point patterns are not significantly affected.
There is a rich history of literature on leveraging geographical masking to preserve confidentiality of health records and trajectory data. With child leukemia
lymphoma data from North Humberside, England, Armstrong et al. (1999) described and evaluated several types of geographical masks to protect personal
privacy as well as allow the conduct of valid spatial analyses [1]. Kwan (2004)
examined the effects of random perturbation masks on the results of a spatial
analysis using data on lung-cancer deaths [10]. Three different random perturbation masks were implemented with each at three different levels of introduced
error. Hampton et al. (2010) extended existing methods of random perturbation
by developing an adaptive geomasking technique, known as the donut method
[5]. This method guarantees that each geocoded address is not randomly assigned on or too near its original location. Compared with random perturbation method, the performance of k-anonymity using the proposed donut method
was at least 42.7% higher in geoprivacy measures and was less than 4.8% in
cluster detection measures. Seild et al. (2016) examined the grid masking and
random perturbation techniques for anonymizing the GPS trajectory data and
test the preservation of both privacy and spatial patterns. They found that as
the distance thresholds for grid masking and random perturbation increase, the
correlation between density patterns decreases [15].
However, how to use geographical masking methods to prevent the disclosure
of important locations of social media users is still not well addressed. To this
end, we aim to investigate the effectiveness of geomasking techniques for protecting the geoprivacy of active Twitter users who frequently share geotagged
tweets in their home or work location.
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Methodology

In this work, we have applied the two popular geomasking techniques [1]: Random
Perturbation and Gaussian Perturbation, aiming at the preservation of Twitter
users’ geoprivacy.
Random Perturbation: is a geomasking approach in which each point is
displaced in space by a randomly determined distance and direction. A distance
threshold is typically added to set the allowed maximum displacement distance in
the case of uniform geomasking. As shown in Fig. 2, the original posted locations
of the geotagged tweets (Fig. 1) of a Twitter user are randomly displaced within
a 1km distance radius.
Gaussian Perturbation: uses a two-dimensional isotropic (i.e. circularly
symmetric) Gaussian kernel to control the random displacement process of a
point set such that the distribution of those displaced points follow a 2D Gaussian
(“bell-shaped”) form:
G(x, y) = (1/2πδ 2 )e−(x

2

+y 2 )/2δ 2

(1)
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Fig. 1. The original spatial distribution of geotagged tweets from a user.

Fig. 2. The random perturbation of a user’s geotagged tweets.
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Where (x,y) is the 2D coordinates of each location after displacement, and
δ specifies the standard deviation of the positional error. As shown in Fig. 3,
with the increment of the standard deviation, the displacement of those points
spreads more widely.

Fig. 3. The Gaussian perturbation of a user’s geotagged tweets.

After the perturbation processing of the original locations of geotagged tweets,
we need to further analyze whether users’ home location (one of the most sensitive places for an individual’s geoprivacy concern) can still be identified through
state-of-the-art home location detection algorithms. Specifically, we explored different parameter calibrations for the density-based spatial clustering with noise
(DBSCAN) [3, 7] that has been widely used in spatial clustering and the identification of significant human activity places. The DBSCAN algorithm requires two
parameters: the searching radius of a cluster (Eps) and the minimum number of
points (MinPts) within a cluster. The different combinations of Eps and MinPts
values may get different spatial clustering results [6, 13]. In the case of detecting
Twitter users’ home location, the parameter calibration may generate different
candidate clusters or distance shifts from the actual location. Therefore, we have
explored different scenarios with varying parameter values for the perturbation
and the spatial clustering steps. Some preliminary analysis results are discussed
in the following section.
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Results

In this work, we selected 20 most active Twitter users who have frequently posted
geotagged tweets in a U.S. metropolitan area from mobile phone devices such
that their location information is most accurate for human mobility study [4].
We also manually identified their home locations by overlaying their nighttime
(8pm-7am) geotagged tweets onto the high-resolution (about 2m) Digital Globe
aerial images as the ground-truth. One limitation of such an approach lies on the
uncertainty of users’ actual home location without their interview confirmation.
The impact of Eps and MinPts: Before applying the geomasks, we first
tested how the choice of MinPts and Eps in DBSCAN would affect the effectiveness of identifying the home clusters. We chose the MinPts ranging from 4 points
to the square root of the total number of nighttime tweets, and the search radius
Eps in a range of 50m to 2000m with a step of 50m. As shown in Fig. 4, we
grouped the home cluster detection results based on the Eps, each sub-boxplot
represents the overall accuracy with varying MinPts in DBSCAN. The overall
accuracy is the ratio between number of correctly identified clusters (including
both true positive and true negative cases) and total of number of clusters. Not
surprisingly, the mean of overall accuracy is over 0.98 and keeps very high values (over 0.9) regardless of the parameter choices. It also indicates the potential
risk of location exposures of those active users as their home locations are easily
identified without parameter calibration.
Comparing the effectiveness of different geomasking techniques:
First, we explored the impact of the random perturbation geomasking with different thresholds. Existing studies have found that the choice of Eps=200m to
300m could generate good spatial clustering results for urban areas of interest
or human activity zones [6, 8]. Therefore, we are interested in whether the geomasking process could protect users’ home location privacy in such a range.
However, our experiments show that small-distance (such as within 1km) random perturbations don’t help the protection of users’ geoprivacy because their
home location clusters can still be correctly identified with over 90% overall accuracy. Note that our study area in this work is different from [6, 8]. Even when
the displacement threshold reaches 2km, the mean of overall accuracy is still
over 70%. But the 2km random perturbation mask is effective for protecting
users’ home location within the searching radius of 200m; and only less than
20% of overall accuracy can be achieved for identifying the users’ home location
(in Fig. 5). And the mean of distance shifts between the true home location and
the medoids of home clustering results is about 480m. As for the Gaussian perturbation, we found that it is very effective for protecting users’ home location.
The mean of overall accuracy for identifying users’ home clusters with 2D Gaussian kernels is less than 12% in average regardless of the DBSCAN parameter
choices. In addition to accuracy, we also explored other clustering assessment
measures including sensitivity, balanced accuracy, F1-score, and distance shifts
of centroids, which will be further described in a full paper.
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Fig. 4. The boxplot of overall accuracy changes of home cluster detection with different
DBSCAN parameters.
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Conclusion and Discussion

In this work, we have explored the effectiveness of two geomasking techniques for
protecting the geoprivacy of active Twitter users who frequently share geotagged
tweets in their home locations. Based on our preliminary experiments, the twodimensional Gaussian masking is found to be more effective on hiding or shifting
user’s home location than the random perturbation masks. One discussion issue
would be what is the impact of these geoprivacy enhancements on the user
experience comparing with simply removing the benefit to the user of posting
geotagged tweets. However, this conclusion is drawn through a limited number of
active users with ground-truth location; and the current home-detection method
only relies on DBSCAN for nighttime geotagged tweets. Other approaches also
exist such as the detection of home-job locations using recurring trips. We would
like to extend our workflow to a larger group of users and in other cities to test
whether our conclusion is extensible or not in future work.
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Fig. 5. The boxplot of overall accuracy changes of home cluster detection with different
DBSCAN parameters with geomasking.
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